GCFLearnFree.org, produced by the Goodwill Community Foundation, Inc. (GCF), provides several hundred free, easy-to-use online learning materials about computer technology, career and job skills, everyday life skills, math, and reading:

Most of the tutorials cover computer technology, including:

- Computer basics
- The Internet (basics, web browsers, Google and its applications)
- Apple (OS, IPhone, IPad)
- Computer communication, including email, Skype, and social networking applications
- And more
But in addition to technology training, the site offers lessons in some special topics:

- **Everyday Life**, such as using an ATM or reading food labels or following cooking instructions for a microwave
- **Career skills** (resume, interviewing, etc.) and **job development skills**, such as workplace basics and job success
- **Basic math refresher**, including **money management** skills
- **Reading materials** for both native speakers of English and persons learning English

Browsing the web site and blog, you can find other topics such as these:

- **Use Information Correctly** – about plagiarism and content copyright when creating online content
- **10 Everyday Uses for Your Phone’s Camera** (in the Blog)
- **Passwords - The First Step to Safety** (in Tech Savvy Tips and Tricks) – with examples of common password mistakes
- **How to Judge Online Information**

GCFLearnFree.org also offers Spanish-language materials at: [http://www.gcfaprendelibre.org/index.do](http://www.gcfaprendelibre.org/index.do)